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Hardly anyone of us would be unaware of what android is. Android, as each one of us knows, is an
awesome mobile operating system, has become the spark of the millennium in mobile application
development market. Android, being created by Android Inc. and promoted by Google, is grounded
on Linux kernel and is written in many software languages frameworks including Java/ Ajax, XML,C,
C++ , Flash, etc. Due to this, Android OS (Operating System) is able to support seamless softwares
and applications.

Android can be thought of as a software stack for mobile devices that accommodates an operating
system (OS), middleware and key applications. The Android software development kit, a.k.a.
Android SDK, provides the android programmer with APIs and tools required for Android
applications development using Java.

Android helps developers in building innovative and extremely rich applications by providing an
open development platform.

Simplifying the reuse of components is the prime focus in designing the android application
architecture. Thus any application may use the capabilities published by any another application, 
subject to security constraints imposed by the framework.

All applications are based on basic set of core services and systems, comprising of:

1. An Activity Manager responsible for managing the lifecycle of applications;

2. A rich set of Views which can be useful in building an application, including buttons, grids, lists,
text boxes, and even an implantable web browser;

3. A Resource Manager, responsible for providing access to non-code resources such as layout
files, graphics, and localized strings;

4. Content Providers that helps applications in accessing other applications' data, or sharing their
own data;

5. A Notification Manager helping applications in displaying custom alerts in the status bar.

Since the technology has changed and is progressing rapidly, it has gained demand and popularity
extraordinarily and impressively. Zillions of businesses today require Android-based applications for
their work and also have their website elevated and customized for the platform too. This has
steered the trend to hire android developers and to hire android programmers.

Android is known for its open source nature. This endows not only the front-end users but also the
android programmers with more freedom in the development process. Hire android programmer to
understand the inner scoop. There are multitude of merits that hire Android programmer concept
provides.

To harness features of Android and make effective use of them, one can hire a typical android
programmer. It is however, anytime preferable to hire android developer who is skilled and expert in
using android for application development. It is very crucial that the  android programmer that you
hire has good experience in android app development to get the best results. Hiring regular
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developer may result in wastage of your money, time and other resources. Apparently, to create
innovative as well as cost-effective programs one should opt to hire android developers who has
detailed and correct knowledge of android programming basics and at the same time provides his
services at affordable rates.

Today, there are thousands and millions of Android app developers out there in the market who
blatantly and audaciously claim to be an expert android programmer but in point of fact, they hardly
have knowledge of little to nothing about developing an application. Thus hire android developers
and hire android programmers who are reliable along with being dependable and affordable.
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